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Soaring Through Stars: A Contemporary Young
Adult Novel
By Rajdeep Paulus

Birch House Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Deepa Paulus (illustrator).
203 x 133 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Praise for the
Swimming Through Clouds Trilogy It is the rare author who can end an emotionally compelling
trilogy with the same resounding truth from which it was formed, but turned inside out. In Soaring
through Stars, Rajdeep Paulus does exactly that. Crafting her characters inner growth at a
believable and often heart-wrenching pace across the series, this final book extends an exquisite
peace to hearts where extreme fear used to dwell. This series should be on the shelves of every
American high school. Soaring through Stars is a beautiful, perfect ending to a truly exceptional
series. Don t miss this one. Serena Chase, USA Today s Happy Ever After blog, author of The Ryn
Rajdeep Paulus writes young adult fiction with a new kind of hero.Despair and cruelty haunt its
pages. Raj s most heroic characters find the strength to be compassionate at moments when it
would be much easier to stand by and do nothing. Amazon Author Success Story Tough and
touching, resilient and raw-Rajdeep Paulus has crafted a story of...
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Reviews
Thorough manual for publication fanatics. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. Its been written in an remarkably simple
way and is particularly only after i finished reading through this book in which actually transformed me, change the way i think.
-- Mor r is Schultz
It in a single of the most popular publication. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am effortlessly will get a delight of studying a published book.
-- Aisha Swift
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